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VIP EXCLUSIVE PRIZE
Commercial web campaign for Foxy Bingo - Bwin, London, UK - www.foxybingo.com.

Bingo online gaming promo: the focus was to advise customers regards a new bingo tournament and an exclusive 
discount for VIP accounts.

My idea was to emphasize as much as possible the feeling of challenge, using one single element as focus of my 
visual: a metal trophy and adding a vibrante fire upon it.
In the end, for underline its belonging to the bingo game, I shaped a "90 Bingo ball" on the external side of the cup, 
keeping thee metal effect.

Yes, honestly, I took a little bit of inspiration by the cup of the movie "Harry Potter and the goblet of fire" :)
All the composition is surrounded by a mysterious smoke, little lighted from the top by the fire.



Final visual and web banner set



Showcase, laptop and smartphone



CHRISTMAS IN JULY
Commercial web campaign for Groupon EMEA London, UK - www.groupon.co.uk.

The idea behind was creating from zero a new fresh and friendly commercial event, for stimulate the customers 
interest towards summer deals and promotions, like: local restaurants, things to do in London and short travels.

The web campaign moved along different visuals, one for each July's week, and translated to 6 different 
languages but all tailed by same summer graphic style and specific campaign logo: "Christmas in July".



Showcase, devices - first week



Showcase, devices - second week



WELLNESS SANCTUM
Commercial web campaign for Groupon EMEA London, UK - www.groupon.co.uk.

Summer commercial campaign, inspired by a sacral atmosphere, like into a temple.
The visual turns around a fully relaxed woman, that's the light source as well.



Web banner set



Showcase, devices - second week


